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Introduction
Coronary artery disease (CAD) remains a leader in cause of
mortality in high income countries and there are no promising data
that it will change soon [1]. In newly published 2019 European
Society of Cardiology (ESC) guidelines [2] the importance of choice
in diagnostic tool is highlighted. The choice is often based on pretest probability (PTP) [2,3]. However, in clinical practice we can
still see excessive use of invasive coronary angiography (ICA) with
less than 50% of them diagnosing obstructive CAD [4]. This gives
an idea that we have to look for a better non-invasive diagnostic
test to reduce the number of ICA. The diagnosis of CAD can be
confirmed by either anatomical or functional non-invasive tests.
A meta-analysis has shown that different diagnostic tests have
different optimal performance range based on anatomical and
functional significance of CAD [3]. PROMISE and SCOT-HEART are
two major randomized clinical trials that have shown a benefit of

cardiac computed tomography angiography (CTA) in diagnosing
CAD [5,6]. In this paper we will look where CTA stands in the main
international guidelines today.

ESC

A newly released chronic coronary syndromes (CCS) guidelines
are focusing on diagnostic and management issues [2]. For patients
who could not be referred either to low or to high clinical likelihood
(PTP) of CAD, non-invasive functional and anatomical diagnostic
tests are suggested. Functional testing is based on visualization of
ischemic zones in myocardium and is best to rule-in CAD. However,
excessive atherosclerosis without obstruction could be missed by
functional tests – guidelines remind. From this point of view, CTA
as the main anatomical test is superior to functional tests. On the
other hand, CTA cannot evaluate the burden of ischemia alone.
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Which test to choose, guidelines recommend to decide based on
local experience, availability and patients characteristic (radiation,
contrast agents, etc.). It is recommended to use CTA:
a.

b.

In lower probability of CAD cases.

In patients without previously diagnosed CAD.

c.
As alternative to ICA, when other non-invasive tests are
inconclusive.
d.
In patients with presumable good imaging quality (regular
heart rate, no significant obesity, ability to hold breath, no excessive
coronary calcification).

CTA not only can reliably help to rule out CAD in both
anatomical and functional ways [7] but can also show asymptomatic
atherosclerosis. According to new ECS CCS guidelines before making
a decision on revascularization you have to have information from
both: anatomical and ischemic testing. Coronary artery calcium
score (CACS) is only mentioned as it should not be used to identify
obstructive CAD, on the other hand it could be useful for risk
modification, changing the course of disease. In addition, zero
Agatston score is associated with low probability of obstructive
CAD (<5%) – suitable for ruling-out the diagnosis [8].

NICE

British medical society favors CTA as primary diagnostic tool for
CAD [9,10] in comparison to other international guidelines (ECS and
American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association (ACC/
AHA)). With a new update in 2018 they eliminated routine pretest
probability (PTP) calculation from CAD diagnostic algorithm. This
enables CTA as a first-line test for patients with typical stable
chest angina or atypical but with changes in electrocardiogram.
If CTA results are indeterminable or non-diagnosable, same as
ECS, NICE recommends to perform an additional test for ischemia
evaluation. Only in the third place stands ICA with a condition, that
previous tests results are uncertain. Overall, the guidelines update
is orientated in cost-effectiveness and safety, lowering potential
invasive test hazard. Despite ECS guidelines, focusing on benefit of
functional testing, NICE recommendations are more sympathetic
to anatomic testing. CTA based fractional flow reserve (FFR) is
mentioned as an alternative diagnostic tool for both anatomy and
myocardium ischemia evaluation. In this guidelines update CACS is
presented as irrational test causing more harm caused by additional
radiation, than clinical benefit.

AHA/ACC

Despite the fact, that these are the oldest and not yet updated
guidelines, in 2012 United States scientific societies had included
CTA in CAD diagnostic recommendations [11]. Target group of
suspected CAD patients is with low to intermediate PTP. CTA as a
choice for anatomical testing is recommended if prior testing results
are normal, but typical symptoms persists or, as discussed earlier
in two other guidelines, inconclusive functional testing results or
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unable to perform them. CACS calculation is used for asymptomatic
patients with low to intermedium PTP, but recommendation are
scientifically weak. In 2018, the updated AHA/ACC cholesterol
management guidelines showed up with suggestion to use CACS as
a risk predictor, when there are doubts about cholesterol lowering
drug therapy initiation [12].

Conclusion

With newly published researches and meta-analysis, CTA
becomes the most accurate non-invasive test for patients with low
to intermedium PTP to detect obstructive CAD. Nevertheless, NICE
already established CT for primary CAD diagnostic and eliminated
PTP from diagnostic algorithm. While ESC and AHA/ACC guidelines
point out the benefit of functional testing, CTA with additional FFR
feature, combining anatomy and function in one exam, would be
one step forward. All three guidelines favor CTA as second-line test
after inconclusive functional testing. The CACS became a secondary
test and is recommended only by ECS to rule-out CAD diagnosis and
by AHA/ACC for determination of lipid lowering therapy. Today,
despite seven-year gap, AHA/ACC guidelines resembles more to
ECS than to NICE. With a new AHA/ACC guidelines update, CTA
could become more usable in clinical practice and more popular for
diagnosing CAD.
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